Abstract. This paper mainly introduces the design ideas and realization process of the game.The design draw the background of all the objects at the begin of the game.In the thread when the main program was running, the frame refresh will be at certain frequency with double buffering technology to screen redraw and reflect the state of the entire game in real-time. Tanks controlled by users run in the main thread, move along with the refresh frequency of the screen. Tanks will be initialized when the game starts and then drawn on top of the map. The design mainly allows tanks to move and shot shells intelligently, destroy the function of the others,and meets the needs of users.
Introduction
Compared with other application software, the game in Android platform has strong infectiousness; one game player can drive many players surrounding to attend it. As described above, the paper shows the basic flow and core technology of Android platform development by taking Battle City based on Android as the pointcut.
Analysis and Design
Demand analysis on system function (1) Start game, select the option of starting game in the selecting menu in the user's angle, press down the confirm key; the computer responses to trigger the pictures of beginning the game for several seconds; then, it begins to trigger the background pictures and tank to complete the game initialization.
(2) display the menu window; the player carries out selection. (3) select game level; the user confirms it through selecting the level in the menu. (4) control the tank's direction; when the user emits the direction command to the tank, the computer responses and triggers the algorithm in run() method to carry out plus/minus calculation to the tank's current coordinate after calculation, the tank's current coordinate value is changed and shown on the screen through the tank image of the threading so as to complete the control to the tank moving; and the user directly control the use case.
(5) The bullets emitted by both parties need to be controlled and tracked; it requires the shooting place to be in the independent threading. The player's tank needs to scan the enemy's all tanks in each process; and the enemy's tank only needs to scan the player's tank. (6) Shoot bullet; when the user clicks to enter the game, the computer triggers the threading to remap the tank picture on the phone screen. The use case is controlled by the computer directly and the user can't control it.
(7) Control the enemy's tank; the user can't control it; it is controlled by the system. (8) Both parties need to consider whether their tanks will hit the enemy's tank in the marching process to avoid overlaying in operation and causing many situations inconsistent with the design.
(9) When the user is operating the game, he/she needs the score recording function. It adopts reasonable scoring standard and designs the scoring standard.
(10) The player's camp has a base camp; when the bullet hits the base camp, the computer can judge to terminate the game and control it based on the condition.
(11) Terminate the game; the user in the game can't terminate the game directly; when the life value of tank controlled by the user is zero, the computer can judge to terminate the game and control it based on the condition.
Sysem Realization

Game Login Page Module
Realize login through verifying the user password input by the user.
Game Welcome Module
The module realizes the game welcome module; the player can enter the game through clicking the screen.
Game Selection Module
The module completes the realization of function for the player to select tank and enter the game by clicking the tank selected.
A The module realizes control to various threadings in the game; through controlling the player's tank, the enemy's tank and the flyer in air, it realizes the game playing. In the game, it inspects the blood amount of the player's tank; if the blood is consumed up before the game over, the game is terminated to be over; if completing the game, it shows the success in breaking through the game.
3.5 Realization of module of succeeding in breaking through the game This module realizes the display of function of succeeding in breaking through the game 3.6 Realization of module of failing in breaking through the game. This module realizes the judgment and processing of failing in breaking through the game. The game interface is shown in Graph 1 as follow:
Graph 1 The game interface
